
Autumn term 2014 Year group reports 

Reception  

The beginning of the year ran very smoothly with the new Reception 

children settling in quickly and proving quite independent in exploring 

their new environment. We started the year by thinking about ourselves 

and explored our senses through the topic ‘Magical Me’. They enjoyed 

finding out about each other and making new friends over the first half 

term. The children thoroughly enjoyed going on ‘listening’ and ‘Autumn’ 

welly walks, painted self-portraits and tasted Kipper’s birthday cake made with 

baked beans, tomato ketchup, jam, sugar and milk! 

When it was time to celebrate Harvest we looked carefully at different fruits and vegetables and 

made some observational drawings which we then used these to decorate our ‘snack café’. We 

enjoyed listening to the story of ‘Oliver’s vegetables’ and enjoyed digging up the potatoes in our 

Early Years garden. Throughout Autumn we also enjoyed a day outside for ‘Forest Schools Day’ 

making bog-art faces, camp fires, collecting leaves and making leaf and stick men. 

After half term we continued to think about light and dark through our 

topic ‘Off we Go!’ when many of us shared our experiences of bonfire 

night and fireworks. We explored music and movement to create a 

bonfire dance and we made splatter firework paintings using 

fluorescent and glitter paints outside. We used these paintings to help 

us create a ‘Space’ role play area and we then enjoyed pretending to 

travel into space. We used different materials to create some alien 

paintings and then dressed up as aliens for a party on the moon.  

As we approached Christmas, we listened to the 

Christmas story and enjoyed learning songs for our Reception Nativity. We wrote 

letters to Father Christmas with our wish lists, practised using coins to buy things 

in our Christmas shop and wrapped presents in our ‘Santa’s Workshop’ role play 

area. We enjoyed performing our Nativity to our families and celebrated the end 

of our first term at school by helping to make sandwiches and decorate biscuits 

for our Christmas party. 

 

Year 1/2  

The autumn term started off with our topic “Incredible Me”. The children enjoyed learning all about 

what makes them incredible and about each other’s families and relatives.  They especially enjoyed 

sharing their take home tasks and talking about why each of their families is special, sharing pictures 

and memories with one another.  In Literacy the children developed their understanding of story 

structures, how to vary their use of language, as well as extending their use of adjectives to describe 

the setting or characters.  In Year 2 they worked further on developing their own ideas for stories, 

starting from a story stimulus.  The children enjoyed becoming characters from these stories where 



they participated in role play.  They used a planning grid to ensure each section of their story was 

detailed and exciting, whilst following the correct sequence. In numeracy the children have enjoyed 

being problem solvers - tackling numerical investigations involving addition and subtraction. Year 2 

have used the RUCSAC acronym, to help them solve problems independently.  They have also been 

developing their understanding of 2D and 3D shape.  In science they have enjoyed learning all about 

materials. The children enjoyed investigating the properties of a range of materials to help them 

decide on the most appropriate one for building a house.  

The second half of the Autumn term’s topic was “As Time Goes By” where the children learnt all 

about what it was like for children through the years dating back to 1940’s up until the present day. 

The children learnt about the toys of the 1990’s, 1960’s and the 1940’s. They also learnt about life 

was like as an evacuee and wrote letters home to their parents on ‘Evacuee Day’. On Evacuee Day 

the children were taken back to the 1940’s and taught lessons, completed tasks and were in role for 

the whole day, to give them an authentic experience of a child’s life back then during World War 2.   

There was great excitement when we shared the contents of the Talking Box from Hampshire 

Wardrobe, which gave the children the opportunity to explore costumes and artefacts from the era. 

In science we looked at the human body and sense, exploring how we use them in everyday life..  In 

Computing the children learnt to use a word processor and use the basic function s on a computer 

keyboard. 

 

Year 5/6  

The autumn term “kicked off” with two topic launch days. Tricia and Roger from Creative History 

provided an inspirational start to our history topic called “We are Civilised”. The whole day was 

based around the everyday life of the Ancient Egyptians and the children were provided with 

opportunities to: explore writing in hieroglyphics using reed pens, creating a clay cartouche, 

excavating for artefacts, visiting a temple and finding out about mummification. The whole day was 

thoroughly enjoyed by all. Alongside learning about the Ancient Egyptians the children also 

compared life with that of the Ancient Britons and the Ancient Mayans of Mexico. 

In Literacy we looked at persuasive writing, in particular to do with graffiti, which we followed 

through in our art work. To link in with the Egyptian topic, the children wrote some explanation texts 

on how to look after a pet. Inspired by our class text, The Time Travelling Cat, by Julia Jarman, the 

children wrote their own stories of an encounter with a magical animal. In addition to this, the 

children have done some unaided writing which we have used to inform our assessment. 

Graffiti was the theme for the art work during the autumn term. The children created a printing 

block design based on an adaptation of an Egyptian symbol. This was then used to print a repeated 

pattern and eventually this print-work was used to create a graffiti style version of the children’s 

names. 

In RE we studied ‘Death Ceremonies’.  We invited Philip Cochrone, vicar of St. Barnabas Church, to 

talk to the children about the Christian perspective on death. 



‘Be Bright Be Seen Day’, back in November, gave our newly elected Junior Road Safety Officers, the 

opportunity to lead the classes in a variety of road safety activities. The day was very successful and 

thought provoking.  

One of the highlights in October was the school Forest Day, organised and run by FOS. The children 

were engaged in a variety of physical, creative and problem solving activities on the school grounds.   

Spring term 2015 Year group reports 

Reception  

We started our Spring term with a letter from Princess Aurora thanking the children for attending 

their wedding (Sleeping Beauty Performance at Theatre Royal).  She asked us to design and make a 

castle for her and Prince Charming to live in. We used information books and stories to help us find 

out about castles and what it would have been like to live in a castle a long time ago. We made a 

castle in the outdoor area with large construction materials and also made a castle in the role play 

area. We then received another challenge from a dragon asking us to look for and care for her egg. 

We searched in our outdoor environment and once found, decided how to best care for the egg, 

building nests and writing signs to protect it. We used our imaginations to painted pictures of what a 

dragon might look like and used different material to add texture. 

The dragon theme continued as we found out about Chinese New Year. We 

listened to and retold the story of Chinese New Year and found out how people 

celebrate it. We made decorations, tasted Chinese food and made a class dragon 

for a Chinese dragon dance that we performed to each other.  

Following half term we focused on Mr Wolfs Pancakes and enjoyed making and tasting our own 

pancakes. We enjoyed reading about all the different fairy tale characters in the book which led onto 

The Three Little Pigs.  We went on a locality walk around our local area to research what houses look 

like and are made of before building our own houses out of recycled 

materials. The children used real bricks, sticks and pieces of wood to build 

the little pigs houses outside and enjoyed acting out the story. This then led 

into Arts Week where we enjoyed reading and listening to the story of 

Peter and the Wolf. The children painted pictures of their favourite 

characters and added them to a large scenery which they painted. A lady 

from the Theatre Royal came and led a workshop with the children acting out the story and learning 

about the different instruments. 

During a Spring walk around the school grounds, we noticed some signs of new life and enjoyed 

taking photos of our findings with the iPads. A tank of frogspawn arrived in our classroom which was 

very interesting to watch as the eggs hatched into tadpoles. As Easter approached we were able to 

link the symbol of new life to the Easter celebration and made cards and Easter nests to share with 

our families. 

 

 



Year 1/2  

The spring term started off with our topic “Destination Outer Space”. The children enjoyed learning 

all about space and the solar system.  They were very excited when the Astrodome came to school 

and they had real life experiences of space. They also enjoyed sharing their take home tasks and 

talking about the rockets and space vehicles they had made.  In Literacy the children developed their 

understanding of story structures, how to vary their use of language, as well as extending their use 

of adjectives to describe the setting or characters.  The children worked further on developing their 

own ideas for stories, starting from a story stimulus as well as using more complex language and 

sentence features.  The children enjoyed becoming characters from these stories where they 

participated in role play.  They used a planning grid to ensure each section of their story was detailed 

and exciting, whilst following the correct sequence.  They also created a fact file and information 

page of their chosen planet. They enjoyed researching and using a number of sources to find the 

information they needed.  In Numeracy the children have enjoyed being problem solvers - tackling 

numerical investigations involving addition, subtraction, division and multiplication.  They have used 

the RUCSAC acronym, in order to help them solve problems independently.  They have also been 

developing their understanding of shape and measure. They have been using standard measure 

including centimetres, millimetres, kilograms and metres to solve a variety of word problems. 

 

The second half of the spring term’s topic was “Let’s Set Sail”.   The topic began with a trip to the 

SeaCity museum in Southampton where the children toured the Titanic exhibition and took part in 

workshops.  They were able to dress up as people who sailed the Titanic and thoroughly enjoyed the 

real life experiences that the museum offered. In Literacy the children wrote diaries in the style of a 

Titanic passenger and thought about what it would have been like to have been on the Titanic, the 

day it set sail from Southampton. They also wrote a newspaper report about the Titanic disaster, 

identifying the features such as the headline, caption, main text, photographs and title. In Numeracy 

the children have continued to work on problem solving and have consolidated their knowledge of 

number facts.   In Computing the children learnt to use a graphics program and used it to create a 

new version of the school logo.  

 

Year 3/4  

This term, Otters, Badgers and Koalas have been enjoying investigating skeletons and the human 

body through Science and PE. The children have learnt to look closely at bones, joints & muscles & 

compare human skeletons with other creatures’. They have used their own muscles & bones to 

discover the effects of exercise, then take & compare body measurements. We then looked even 

closer at the human body, at the ‘ins’ and ‘outs’ of the digestive system. The children loved writing 

their own ‘Horrible Science’ explanation of what they thought went on. 

In literacy our ‘rich texts has been Coraline by Neil Gaiman, which has 

inspired stories about other worlds, spooky poetry and feeling glad that 

we don’t have ‘Other Mothers’! 



 

In art, the children have made observational drawings and sketches linked to light and tone, skills 

which they then used to draw objects like sports equipment and fruit. 

We also learnt how to mix flesh colour tones and painted portraits of each other. 

In ICT, we have been progressing well with our animation skills, using PowerPoint and 2Animate to 

help us. Our animations have been inspired by our topic, literacy and imaginations. 

The children also had an opportunity to start learning to code- using websites like Barclays code 

playground. 

 

 

 

 

 


